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MVG reveals its latest innovation of the “Little Big Lab” product range: StarLab 50
GHz, the world’s first multi-probe antenna test & measurement system capable of
testing the high frequency ranges up to 50 GHz.
As 5G is emerging into new industries and applications, MVG, the industry leader in
antenna test and measurement, has developed the StarLab 50 GHz, in order to rapidly
respond to market needs in terms of high-frequency testing, hence meeting the 5G
testing challenges.
Merging its trusted technological expertise in both the Telecom and Aerospace &
Defense markets, MVG leverages its vast experience in products traditionally geared for
A&D markets for the new high-frequency 5G applications. This new approach
guarantees efficiency, accuracy and fast time-to-market for customers.

The StarLab 50 GHz, first of its kind
The StarLab 50 GHz is the perfect
solution
for
Millimeter-Wave
Antenna Measurement and OTA
Testing, with its unique features
offering the below key benefits:
Ultra-fast testing with its
electronically-scanned probe array
(10 times faster than the standard
ones)
Accurate measurement with
limited movements, owing to its
patented oversampling technology
- Spherical configuration enabling all
types of antenna measurements,
from low to high directivity
Compact and portable, the StarLab 50 GHz frees up space in laboratories and production
environments, and saves costs. This new version is a true revolution inside and out, with

a keen sense of detail in every component. The StarLab 50 GHz provides a future-proof
turnkey solution for 5G system development and validation.
“The StarLab 50 GHz takes all the advantages that contribute to the success of the StarLab,
extends them to the 18-50 GHz band, and augments them with a complete rethink of the
mechanics, couples this with the most recent advances in RF technologies available,”
explained Fabrice Herbinière, Application Engineer at MVG.

Client wins with major players in telecom industry
MVG’s ambition is to be at the leading edge of what the market needs in terms of 5G
testing. By offering flexible test solutions that can be upgraded to serve future needs,
MVG enables users of the test systems to be competitive in the development of new
products. Optimization of the test systems to find the best balance between total flexibility
of a fully modular system, and the efficiency of a single box solution, is a core
competence of MVG. This know-how has been proven over many years through the
delivery of first-class OTA test systems to the most competitive companies in the world.
The launch of the StarLab 50 GHz has been highly anticipated by the worldwide telecom
industry.
“Since this summer, we have already sold several StarLab 50 GHz systems to major
players in the telecom industry, both in Asia and in the US! This is an excellent example
of how we work closely together with customers across the world to align our product
roadmap with their product visions and needs, proactively driving the development of
competitive test solutions,” announced Philippe Garreau, Chairman of MVG.
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About MICROWAVE VISION

Since its creation in 1986, The Microwave Vision Group (MVG) has developed a unique expertise in the
visualization of electromagnetic waves. These waves are at the heart of our daily lives: Smartphones,
computers, tablets, cars, trains and planes – none of these devices and vehicles would work without them.
Year after year, the Group develops and markets systems that allow for the visualization of these waves,
while evaluating the characteristics of antennas, and helping speed up the development of products using
microwave frequencies. The Group's mission is to extend this unique technology to all sectors where it will
bring strong added value. Since 2012, MVG is structured around 3 departments: AMS (Antenna
Measurement Systems), EMC (Electro-Magnetic Compatibility), EIC (Environmental & Industrial Control).
MVG is present in 10 countries, and generates 90% of sales from exports. MVG has over 300 employees
and a loyal customer base of international companies. The Group generated revenues of € 66.0 million in
2016.
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